Jay R. Tunney has written magazine
articles and essays for publications
worldwide, including The New York
Times Magazine, the Asian Wall Street
Journal, the Hartford Courant, the
Annual of Bernard Shaw Studies,
and The Independent Shavian. He is a
member of the Governors International
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“Jay R. Tunney does full justice to an
unexpected and private friendship...
of huge historical significance.”
william stevenson, best-selling author
of a man called intrepid

“Two Irish minds united in love of
the word...it’s a perceptive work of
warm affection. This book cannot
be put down.”
mal achy mccourt, best-selling author
of a monk swimming

“The book explains why celebrated
authors like Thornton Wilder and
especially Bernard Shaw thought
the world of The Champ and were
so proud to be in his corner.”
tappan wilder

“This story of the boxer and the playwright has helped to put the soul
back into an author who hid his
humanity behind a screen of words.”
christopher newton,
artistic director emeritus, shaw festival

published with the support
of the shaw festival, niagaraon-the-lake, ontario, canada
— the only theatre in the
world specializing in the
plays of bernard shaw
and his contemporaries.

The Prizefighter
and The Playwright Gene Tunney and Bernard Shaw

From the beginning, it seemed a strange
relationship. An odd couple, observed
friends of the pair. Indeed, the close
friendship between Bernard Shaw, the
most famous playwright of the twentieth century, and Gene Tunney, world
heavyweight boxing champion, was
unique. In this extraordinary book,
Jay R. Tunney charts the relationship
of his father and the playwright
through the spotlight of celebrity,
even as they hid the crisis that bound
them together. The book grew out
of the author’s popular bbc radio
program The Master and the Boy,
which in 2000-01 aired to some 14
million listeners worldwide.

“Full of surprises and mind-changing
insights, this compelling book tells
for the first time the full story of the
unlikely relationship between the
world heavyweight boxing champion
and the Nobel Prize and Oscarwinning playwright...a revelation.”
leonard conolly, corresponding
schol ar, shaw festival

The Prizefighter
and
The
Playwright
Gene Tunney and Bernard Shaw
by Jay R. Tunney
with an introduction by Christopher Newton

cover: gene tunney and bernard shaw,
vacationing together on the islandof
brioni, 1929 (ap images/associated press).

